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This guide explains everything you need to know to get started right nowIn a remote monastery
in the Himalayas, a group of monks disclosed a 2,500 year old secret to a retired army officer.
He was shown five simple exercises known to decrease stress, improve flexibility, increase
vitality and, above all, restore the balance of the seven vortexes (Chakras) of the body thereby
slowing the ageing process. In modern times, the Five Tibetan Rites (as they were later called)
have gained popularity due to their simplistic, low-fuss approach which continues to be a great
incentive for young and old alike.Included is information about the mysterious sixth rite, a
powerful technique intended for only the naturally devout. Also contains additional information
on correct breathing, posture, nutrition and how to remain focused whilst performing the rites.

About the AuthorHilda Glickman is a lecturer at the Open University. For many years she taught
health professionals on the degree module 'Health and Disease'. She is also a qualified
nutritional therapist who has helped hundreds of people improve their health with nutrition. --This
text refers to the paperback edition.
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1IntroductionThere are people on this planet who live for hundreds of years with the same
energy and drive they once had in their youth. We know that the secret lies in remaining active,
eating a healthy diet and maintaining a balanced lifestyle, but how is all that possible when
leading a hectic lifestyle? Joining a gym can be expensive, especially if you’re coerced into a
rolling contract. The truth is, without motivation, you may conveniently find a way not to do a
workout, and what’s the point in doing something you don’t enjoy?The Five Tibetan Rites have
existed for a long time. More than 2,500 years in fact. The reason why they have become popular
is because the entire regime is simple to perform, can be completed in up to twenty minutes and
requires minimal effort. Also, there’s no need for heavy equipment or a large amount of
space.Essentially, these five rites are a combination of simple stretches with the exception of the
first rite, which is a co-ordination exercise to awaken the senses. In eastern traditions, the
rites have been practised for centuries. The western world was introduced to them in the 1940’s
when a retired army officer, travelling in the Himalayas, stumbled upon what he referred to as
The Fountain of Youth. Today, these rites are performed in gyms and homes all over the world. 

2How the Five Tibetan Rites reached the worldOnce long ago, a retired army officer, journeying
high up in the Himalayas, came across a group of monks residing in a remote monastery. He
described them as being youthful in both appearance and posture despite their old age. For the
monks, seeing the withering officer was like looking at an alien, for they had never set eyes on
someone so hunched and weary.In the days that followed, the monks revealed what would later
be known as the Five Tibetan Rites, a set of ancient exercises dating back more than 2,500
years designed to straighten the spine, increase vitality and restore the balance of the energy



centres of the body known as chakras or vortexes. Later, the officer disclosed his findings to a
friend who was so amazed by the officer’s transformation that he went on to publish the journey
in a book titled, The Eye of Revelation in 1939.“Instead of a stooping, sallow old man with a
cane, I saw a tall, straight figure. His face was robust, and he had a thick growth of dark hair with
scarcely a trace of grey.”Peter Kelder, The Eye of Revelation 
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Ishtar Stillmank, “Excellent Refresher Course & Great For Beginners!. Thank you, Milan ~ I really
appreciate the refresher course! It had been many years since I read the original story of the 5
Tibetan Rites, the book by Peter Kelder, so I was so pleased to find this book and renew my
enthusiasm for The 5 Rites. This is a great book to begin The Rites with, too. Namaste. : )”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Simple and profound. Chose it for its affordabilityLanguage is clear and
concise.Well written with simple language.A good read and simple to practice.”

HcK, “Makes sense. Only gave 4 stars because I have yet to start the process of change - and
Milan can't do this for me. Straightforward, no frills, as life should be. I suspect this is the only
health book we will ever need.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Thanks. This book is really good for the people who loves doing physical
activities or yoga . The content is very precise and up to the point....”

The book by Milan Bakrania has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 9 people have provided feedback.
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